A previous work in which we have attempted to construct a microscopic theory of the rotational problem is developed further. For the purpose of improving our method the structure of the intrinsic state is rcinvestigatcd in connection with the equation of motion and the properties of the operator R'M which generates rotational states. On the assumption that R"'r is a one-body operator, it is found that each intrinsic state can be described by a single Slater determinant of individual particle states. On the basis of this result our previous method is reformulated into the form of the IIF approximation for the intrinsic I-Iamiltonim> II,n =H-(l/2J) J'. In contrast with the usual IIF approximation method effects of the residual interaction can be reduced by an appropriate choice of the moment of inertia g_ Single-j shell system is analyzed according to this prescription and tl1e moment of inertia obtainecl agrees >Yith that in a previous paper. A comment on the interrelation between rotations and independent particle motions is also given. § I. Introduction
§ I. Introduction
In a prevwus papern (hereafter referred to as (I)) vve developed a nucroscopic description of the nuclear rotational problem. In the course of constructing the basic formalism of our description important concepts w·hich lie behind the Elliott theory") are extracted and the results of our another work 3 ) analyzing the Elliott theory are taken as a starting point. The most characteristic feature of our description lies in introducing a new operator R'JI which generates rotational states :mel establishing the equation of motion for this new operator. Various properties of the operator R' 3 r play essential parts of our method. One important consequence of introducing this operator is in the correct definition of the intrinsic state. ln the intrinsic space it is expected that the structure of wave functions is rather simple and the physical meaning of various quantities is more tnmsparent.
In the paper (l), applying our basic formalism to single-) shell systern, we solved the equation of motion in the intrinsic space and determined the moment of inertia.
Though the result obtz,ined is reasonable, the procedure used there in solving the equation of motion is not applicable to more general cases including many-j shell system IYithout any improvements. In the present paper, for the purpose of improving our method and establishing the basis of the succeeding paper, the structure of the intrinsic states IS reinvestigated. It is found that intrinsic motion can be described as an independent particle motion in the HF field for the intrinsic Hamiltonian Hin· Then our method developed in (I) is reformulated on the basis of this HF approximation. This improved formalism is applied to single-j shell system as a test of its validity. Since this paper is a link to the succeeding paper, we do not deal with more general examples.
In § 2 our basic formalism is recapitulated briefly and the structure of the intrinsic state is investigated in connection with the structure of the operator R'''r. As is shown in (I), all rotational states in a band are projected from a single intrinsic state which is common to this band. However the eigenvalue equation which determines intrinsic states has in general many solutions belonging to the same band. These solutions correspond to the rotational degree of freedom represented in the intrinsic space. In § 3 solutions of the eigenvalue equation for the operator R' 0 are investigated, and some discussions are given about the above-mentioned many solutions in a band. Our method is reformulated on the basis of the HF approximation for the intrinsic Hamiltonian in § 4 and single-j shell system is examined as a test of this new formulation. There the interrelation between the rotation and the independent particle motion described by the HF field is also pointed out. In § 5 results are summarized and brief remarks about future problems are given. § 2. Intrinsic states A difficult task in dealing with the rotational problem is how to separate the collective and intrinsic parts in complicated many-particle system. In our method this task will be performed by means of the introduction of the operator R'Jr which generates rotational states. To see this here we recapitulate briefly the basic formalism of our method developed in (I) . As in (I) we confine ourselves to the case of even identical particles without pairing effects. First in the lowest approximation the operator R'JI should satisfy the following equation of motion: be diagonalized exactly in the HF base. Therefore the part of li;n which cannot be diagonalized in this HF base must be regarded as a residual interaction which gives rise to deviations from pure rotational motions. This part will be neglected in the lowest approximation. Detailed structures o£ the operator R 2 N hitherto not specified should be determined by solving the equation of motion (2 ·1). In our next paper (referred to as (III)) we will discuss a procedure for solving the equation of motion (2 ·1) approximately in the intrinsic space and determining R 2 M. In § 4 we will reformulate our method developed in (I) according to these considerations and solve the eigenvalue equations for H;n under the HF approximation. In this way, by assuming RHI is a one-body operator and starting from the requirement that pure rotational bands exist in the system (Eq. (2 ·1)), it turns out that in the intrinsic space particles move independently in a self-consistent HF potential derived from Hin· Since the operator R 2 "I is a tensor of rank 2, eigenstates of R 20 are not those of .F, but deformed states breaking the rotational symmetry. Of course the complete separation of rotations and independent particle motions in a self-consistent field cannot be realized. The above picture can be expected only within a restricted region where the residual interaction is not so strong.
Here some comments are needed in adopting the expression (2 · 6) as solutions of Eq. (2 · 3). If eigenvalues of Hin and R 20 are degenerate and there exist more than one independent Slater determinant with the same eigenvalues of I-I;n and R 20 , intrinsic states are expressed in general as certain superpositions of these Slater determinants. We assume here that at least within a restricted energy region where rotations are relatively pure this is not the case, i.e., if R 20 is a In the disct:ssions on the intrinsic state in the preceding section we have mentioned "redundant states" which belong to a band and are distinguished by the quantum numbers l. In this section we examine solutions of the eigen\·a 1 ue equation for R' 0 further in order to make clear the phy~ical meaning of these redundant Here we follow their method.
This equation has two limits; one is the adiabatic limit which has been analyzed by Iwasaki et al.,n and the other is SU(3) one. If we keep only the term K' = 0 in the sum of the expression (3 · 3) , we get simply
where we have used the fact that </J6° is an eigenstate of the operator R 20 with the eigenvalue r 6° and the normalization condition
Then the eigenvalue equation (3 · 2) is reduced to the one in the adiabatic approximation
J'
where we have put r//r6°=T/, a/(O")/a/(O")=A/(0"). Solutions of the eigenvalue equation (3·6) are given byn
where the quantum number A is characterized by an angle (1) and K. Using the expansion (3 ·1) and the solutions (3 · 7), we get
On the other hand, the state R(O))</J/ is an eigenstate of the operator R 20 '=R(O))R 20 R-1 (0)) with the eigenvalue r 6°. Therefore it is seen that every A state can be obtained from the state A= 0 by rotating the frame of reference through angles
(1) in the intrinsic space and these states are redundant.
To take account of the terms other than K' = 0 in the sum of the expression Since it is shown in (I) that the K = ± 2 component of R'K gives rise to deviation from pure rotational spectra in the case of single-j shell model, it will be reasonable to neglect this term in the lowest order approximation. It will be shown below that for the case of SU (3) limit the second assumption is valid. On the above assumptions, using the relation 
which agrees with the result given by Elliott. 2 l Due to the non-adiabatic effects the quantity in the brackets on the r.h.s. of the expression (3 ·11) becomes zero for some J value for given Cmax• and then "cutoff" of bands occurs in the SU (3) case. Substituting the expression (:-l-11) into (3 · 2), we get the eigenvalue equation in the SU (3) 
Illustrative examjJle·· ·single-j shell system with a quadrupole force
Here we apply the above method determining the moment of inertia to single-j shell system with a quadrupole force as an illustrative example. In this case we have where n is the particle number operator eigenvalue of which will be denoted by n, and m represents a magnetic quantum number (subscript j is omitted here).
In the intrinsic base we define a creation (an annihilation) operator of a particle (a hole) state with magnetic quantum number m (time reversed state m) by (for oblate deformations)
where m 0 denotes the uppermost occupied state m the ground state configulation. Then the intrinsic Hamiltonian is written as (4· 8a) where II, expresses the ground state energy, and 
where we have used explicit form.s of the C-G coefficients in deriving the last expression. This and the corresponding expression for prolate case agree with the result given in (I) _n,gJ From this result it seems that the reformulation of our method based on the HF approximation for the intrinsic Hamiltonian is effectual m calculating the moment of inertia. However the above method is not applicable to the case of many-j shell system, because we have many possible 2 paricle-2 hole states [i) giving non-vanishing matrix elements of H, and the above requirement cannot be satisfied by a single choice of the nwment of inertia. In this case we must be satisfied with making the effects of II4 small on an average in a certain sense. This problem will be investigated in our next paper. There we will give an approximate procedure for solving the equation of motion in the intrinsic space in more general way and giving the formula for the moment of inertia.
Rotations and indejJendent particle orbits
If the effect of the residual interaction I-1, is very small, the intrinsic Hamiltonian H;n and the operator R 2 x are commutable in a good approximation. Then our basic equation (2 ·1) is satisfied and our particle system exhibits pure rotational bands. In this situation the HF approximation turns out to be a very good one at the same time and then particles move independently in the HF field in the intrinsic system. Thus both rotations and independent particle orbits coexist in this limit \vithout any couplings between them. Though it is necessary to investigate the systems with pairing correlations and odd particle numbers in order to get a more realistic picture for the interrelation between rotations and intrinsic ones, the above result is very suggestive. If collective rotations of deformed nuclei are described by a one-body operator like RHI' according to our view, it is required that intrinsic states can be described by the HF picture at least within a restricted energy region. This suggests an implication of the Nilsson model which assumes independent particle orbits separated adiabatically from collective rot;Jti<nls. On the other hand, vibrational motions of deformed nuclei, if exist, are considered to be caused by the residual interaction H 4 • Therefore vibrational motim:s disturb both rotations and independent particle motions. Vibrational motions of deformed nuclei may be described by particle-hole (or two quasiparticle) phonons in the deformed HF base and bring correlations into the intrinsic ground state. However in order that rotations are pure there should net be correlations in the ground state represented in the intrinsic space. Since in strongly def(;nned nuclei vibrational excitations appear at relatively high energy compared with rotational excitations, it is expected that the effect of I-1, or ground correlations is not so appreciable and rotations and independent particle motions coexist in these nuclei without strong coupling between them. § 5. Summary
For the purpose of developing further the previous work we have investigated the structure of the intrinsic state. On the assumption that R 2 u is a one-body operator and some other conditions it has been shown that each intrinsic state can be represented by a single Slater determinant. This means that the intrinsic Hamiltonian must be diagonalized approximately by the HF prescription, because it is required that intrinsic states should be simultaneous eigenstates of the operator R 20 and the intrinsic Hamiltonian Hin· Thus the structure of the ground state and collective motions built on this ground state are interrelated 1nutually. According to this prescription our method developed in (I) has been reformulated. It is worthy to note that in contrast with the usual case the HF approximation is adopted to the system described by Him instead of H itself. The residual interaction which gives rise to coupling effects between rotations and intrinsic motions is not that for the Hamiltonian H itself as in the usual HF approximation, but is given by (4·4d) and (4·2), i.e., V/2-(1/2!/)P. Effects induced by this residual interaction can be reduced by an appropriate choice of the moment of inertia. For the ground band (K = 0), for example, 2 particle-2 hole excitations vvhich are considered to be the main effect of II, can be reduced. Especially in the case of single-j shell system, if K = 2 component of the quadrupole force is neglected, 2 particle-2 hole excitations effects completely disappear by an appropriate choice of the moment of inertia.
Though the reformultion of our method carried out in this paper does not give any new results for single-j shell system, this will bring a new vievvpoint in describing rotational motions and give a useful base in applying our method to many-j shell system. Since the residual interaction gives rise to the coupling between rotations and intrinsic motions, its reduction means that rotational motions are successfully extracted from complicated many-particle motions of nuclei. Therefore our method will shed light on the problem of separation of rotational motions.
Here \Ve must refer to recent investigations by Mikhailov and others. 101 It is noted, on the other hand, our wave functions for rotationill states take the form of those in the Peierls-Yoccoz method and the rotational invariance of the fonnillism is clear. We have already discussed the relation between the Peierlsy occf;z method and the RPA method for nuclear rotations. 1 ' 1 In this discussion the equation of motion in the intrinsic space is defined and from this eq nation of motion that in the RPA method is derived. The next paper to be referred to as (III) ,\·ill be devoted to detailed presentation on this problem. There a method which describes rotational motions in the intrinsic space and is applicable to general cases including many-j shell system will be developed on the basis of the result of this paper. Finally it is noted that hitherto we have not treated the case containing pairing effects. In this case the problem of separating rotational motions is more complicated and must be dealt ·with more carefully. The integral of the first term on the r.h.s. of (B ·1) is simply 8rr' {a/ (6) }"/ (2.! + 1).
Ackuow ledgem.en ts
Owing to the assumptions and the relation (3 · 9) in the text, the integral of the second and third terms is written as 
Substituting this result into (B ·1) we get the expression (3 ·10).
